Fade In: center stage

INT. A DINING ROOM SET WITH MOM, DAD, DAUGHTER, AND SON.

the family is sitting while passing around the food and eating.

DAD
how was your day today everyone?

EVERYONE
(flatly)
good.

they all continue to eat for a moment.

SON
mom, dad, when do i get my permit back?

MOM
ha, when we stop feeling angry about paying for your speeding ticket.

SON
but that will be forever.

MOM
well there's your answer.

SON
(shrugs)it's not like i was going that fast.

MOM
you were caught going 60 in a 35 zone.
    (pause)
just eat your dinner.

everyone goes back to eating for a few moments.

DAD
(speaking to daughter) so...meet any cute boys today?

DAUGHTER
uhhh...no...

DAD
how about any cute girls?
DAUGHTER
what the...NO. why are you always asking me about my personal life? i have already mentioned that i would tell you if i was dating anyone.

(Pause)
and by the way, just because my best friend is gay, it doesn't mean i am.

DAD
okay okay...nothing wrong with a dad wanting to know what's going on in my daughter's life. better to be an overprotective parent than underprotective, right?

DAUGHTER
NO.

SON
be quiet sis, let's talk about your hot friend. why does she have to be gay? i'm standing right here, and she doesn't want a piece of this???

DAUGHTER
nobody does little boy.

SON
(ignoring his sister)
man, i can't believe she's gay. my friends and i always talk about how we wanna-

DAUGHTER
don't even say it perv!

MOM
young man! i really hope you know how disrespectful that is. i never want to hear you say anything like that ever again. are we clear?

SON
yes ma'am.

DAD
look son, i know that all guys can think about at your age are sex, cars and money. it is very disrespectful. if you keep acting
DAD (CONT'D)
like that, you can miss out on a
great opportunity.

SON
(winks) got it dad.

DAD
that is not what i meant. you
obviously don't understand what
your mother and i are trying to
say. i think it's time we had the
talk.

SON
what? NO. not now. not ever.

DAD
yes. i want you to be prepared for
when the time comes.

SON
dad, i already know all of this
stuff.

DAUGHTER
do i have to sit and listen too?

MOM
no, you-

DAD
yes, you have to.

mom and dad look at each other. dad stares her down and mom
eventually looks away.

MOM
your father is right. stay and
listen.

DAUGHTER
but all these two are going to be
talking about are how to put on
condoms and crap. its not my job
to do that.

MOM
well, it is a good thing to know
how to as well. for example, if a
guy forces him to...ya know...give
him oral...there is a great trick
you can use to put a condom on by
using your mouth and-
son and daughter drop fork

SON AND DAUGHTER

MOM!

MOM
you need to know this.

DAUGHTER
NO! this is groos. i'm leaving.

SON
me too. i can't eat any more.

son and daughter exit off stage quickly.

MOM
(speaking to dad) i don't get it?
it's good to know this kind of stuff...right?

DAD
well...just bad timing. this is dinner after all.

MOM
oh come on! you dragged me into this whole conversation. YOU started it. you can clean up.

mom gets out of chair agressively and exits off stage.
dad follows quickly behind her.

STAGE FADES TO BLACK

END SCENE